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The relational properties of knowledge can be represented by sketching a knowledge boundary as a vector between at least two individual actors (Carlile, 2004, p. 557) . At the vector's origin, the differences and dependencies are known. As novelty increases, the vector spreads, scaling the increasing relative complexity of the circumstances at the knowledge boundary between actors and the amount of effort required to manage the boundary (Carlile, 2004, p. 557) . Depending on the differences, dependence, and novelty of knowledge at the boundary between two actors, the boundary is either syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic in nature. The creation of a "common lexicon" between actors is sufficient to establish shared understanding at a syntactic boundary. Knowledge can then be simply transferred across the boundary because shared understanding and common knowledge already exist (Carlile, 2004, p. 558) . While a "common lexicon" is necessary for all three types of boundaries, novelty at a semantic boundary makes some differences and dependencies unclear or some meanings ambiguous. This results in interpretive differences between actors (Carlile, 2004, p. 558) . Establishing shared understanding in these situations requires translating and negotiating the different meanings between actors to address interpretive differences in situation models across boundaries (Carlile, 2004, p. 559) . At a pragmatic boundary, efforts to overcome differences and dependencies increase further. To transform domain-specific knowledge and common knowledge-in-use induces further cost for the creation of shared understanding and the alignment of situation models. Any actor has to learn what is new and how to transform their current common and domain-specific knowledge to share and asses knowledge at a pragmatic boundary (Carlile, 2004, p. 559) .
Brokers and Boundary Objects
Theories of situated learning (Brown & Duguid, 1991; Wenger, 1998) provide two key concepts to explain further knowledge sharing between actors: brokers (Wenger, 1998 ) and boundary objects (Fleming & Waguespack, 2007; Pawlowski & Robey, 2004; Star & Griesemer, 1989) .
Brokers are individuals who participate in the work of multiple communities and facilitate knowledge sharing across the communities' knowledge boundaries (Brown & Duguid, 1991; Pawlowski & Robey, 2004) . Brokering refers to activities by such individuals that involve facilitating transactions and the sharing of knowledge between communities of practice across knowledge boundaries (Fleming & Waguespack, 2007; Pawlowski & Robey, 2004; Pawlowski et al., 2000) . It "involves processes of translation, coordination, and alignment between perspectives" (Wenger, 1998, p. 109) . Brokers may be weakly linked to several communities at once and full members of none. This is in contrast to socalled boundary spanners (Aldrich & Herker, 1977; Ancona & Caldwell, 1998; Leifer & Delbecq, 1978) , who belong to a specific community of practice and span the boundary between communities from the inside of their own communities (e.g., IT professionals in IS development projects who become boundary spanners-in-practice between IT and user communities). Brokers are strategically positioned to facilitate knowledge flow across communities (Pawlowski & Robey, 2004, p. 649) . The investigation of brokers has led to the recognition of the skills needed for IT professionals (Chakraborty et al., 2010) , and to the identification of role-specific brokering activities such as analysts or developers (Levina, 2005; Levina & Vaast, 2005; Pawlowski & Robey, 2004 ).
Boundary objects are any "artifacts, documents, terms, concepts, and other forms of reification around which communities of practice can organize their interconnections" (Wenger, 1998, p. 107) . They are "both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites" (Star & Griesemer, 1989, p. 393) . These objects are relevant to the practices of multiple communities, but may be used or viewed differently by each of them (Brown & Duguid, 1998; Pawlowski & Robey, 2004, p. 650 ). Boundary objects, therefore, can have different meanings in different contexts, but their structure is common enough across contexts to make them recognizable (Star & Griesemer, 1989) . Requirements specifications, data and process models, diagrams, or program code excerpts are all instances of boundary objects used during requirements elicitation (Bergman, Lyytinen, & Mark, 2007; Gal, Lyytinen, & Yoo, 2008; Levina, 2005; Nicolini, Mengis, & Swan, 2011) . The study of boundary objects has resulted in the identification of different types and classifications of such objects (Bergman, King, & Lyytinen, 2002; Carlile, 2002; Carlile, 2004; Garrety & Badham, 2000) , and different uses of boundary objects in various IS development contexts (Doolin & McLeod, 2012; Henderson, 1991; Horton & Wood-Harper, 2006; Levina & Vaast, 2005; Pawlowski & Robey, 2004; Yakura, 2002) .
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Depending on the type of complexity at the knowledge boundary between two actors (Figure 1 ), boundary objects need not only facilitate the representation of the knowledge but also its potential translation and transformation (Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003) . Boundary objects at a syntactic knowledge boundary need to have syntactic capacity to establish a shared syntax or language for individuals to represent their knowledge; for example, a repository that develops a "common lexicon", which is then sufficient to share and assess knowledge (e.g., cost databases, taxonomies) (Carlile, 2002, p. 451; Carlile, 2004, p. 560) . At a semantic boundary, boundary objects need semantic capacity to provide a means for actors to specify and learn about their differences and dependencies in knowledge (e.g., standardized forms and methods that provide a shared format for solving problems across different domains) (Carlile, 2002, p. 451; Carlile, 2004, p. 560) . At a pragmatic boundary, boundary objects need pragmatic capacity to facilitate the transformation of knowledge (e.g., prototypes as objects that can be jointly transformed) (Carlile, 2002, p. 452; Carlile, 2004, p. 560) . Pragmatic boundary objects are the most helpful in dealing with pragmatic boundaries, but they are also the most complicated and expensive to establish (Carlile, 2002, p. 452) .
In case of a mismatch between the complexity of the boundary faced and the boundary object used, effectively sharing and assessing each other's domain-specific knowledge can be handicapped. Hence, boundary objects with different capacities are required (Carlile, 2004, p. 565) . The different types of boundary objects with their different capacities also draw our attention back to the actors using those objects. At a syntactic knowledge boundary, we do not need brokers because actors can easily transfer their knowledge on their own (Carlile, 2004, p. 560) . However, at semantic and pragmatic boundaries, it is not possible just to match the capacity of the boundary object with the type of boundary faced. We also need to make sure that the actors have the ability to use it, which depends on the knowledge of the actors in the first place (Carlile, 2004, p. 565) , and brokers may be needed. The total capability to manage knowledge at a boundary can then be stated as (Carlile, 2004, p. 565) : capacity x ability = capability (1) 
Concept and description Key references
Knowledge boundary:
• Separate project participants who are members of different organizational entities (different organizations, different organizational subunits, or different communities of practice).
• Different types of knowledge boundaries exist (syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic). (Brown & Duguid, 2001; Carlile, 2002; Carlile, 2004; Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003) Boundary spanner:
• Individuals that engage in boundary spanning activities towards other organizational entities than their own.
• This includes knowledge sharing and managing the coordination as well as the political maneuvering needed for the knowledge sharing across the knowledge boundaries. (Aldrich & Herker, 1977; Ancona & Caldwell, 1992; Ancona & Caldwell, 1998; Argote et al., 2003; Hargadon, 1998; Leifer & Delbecq, 1978; Levina & Vaast, 2005; Yan & Louis, 1999) Broker:
• Individuals among project participants that engage into boundary spanning activities between different communities of practice.
• Familiar with and participate in the work of multiple communities of practice.
• May be weakly linked to several communities of practice at once (and full members of none), strategically positioned to facilitate sharing of knowledge across communities of practice. (Brown & Duguid, 1991; Fleming & Waguespack, 2007; Pawlowski & Robey, 2004; Wenger, 1998) Boundary object:
• Objects that are shared and shareable across different problem-solving contexts. • Enable, depending on their capacities, the transfer, translation, and transformation of knowledge across knowledge boundaries.
• Different categories of boundary objects with different characteristics and capacities (e.g., repositories with syntactic capacity for representing knowledge). (Carlile, 2002; Carlile, 2004; Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003; Levina & Vaast, 2005; Star & Griesemer, 1989) While the concepts of knowledge boundaries, boundary spanners, and brokers explain "who" communicates and shares knowledge and "what types of knowledge" across "what types of boundaries" between different knowledge domains, the concept of boundary object explains one of the actual "means" for doing so. This provides us with a terminology on brokering and a first conceptual lens that help us to describe and explain the interplay of boundary objects and brokersthe who, what, where, and when-in requirements elicitation and their effects on the building of shared understanding and knowledge sharing.
Brokering Situations as an Analytical Lens for the Interplay at Knowledge Boundaries
The interactions at the knowledge boundaries between diverse occupational groups are an important area of current research (Argote & Miron-Spektor, 2011 (Levina, 2005; Levina & Vaast, 2005) and some indications of how they shape the social dynamics of interacting communities have been described (Gal et al., 2008; Subrahmanian et al., 2003) . However, we need concepts and theories that help to explain how project participants from different communities interact and use boundary objects to collaborate (Lee, 2007; Tsoukas, 2009) . Although the types and the use of boundary objects have been examined in multiple settings, further insights are gained by shifting the research focus from the objects to the actual practices surrounding the use of the objects (Argote & Miron-Spektor, 2011) . Researchers should concentrate on examining the interplay between boundary objects and brokers, rather than observing them separately (Kimble et al., 2010) .
In previous IS research, brokering (Pawlowski et al., 2000, p. 335) To examine the interplay, we have to observe individual actors, used boundary objects, increases or decreases in novelty of the circumstances at the boundary during brokering situations, and thus an increase or decrease in relative complexity ( Figure 2 ). We must examine the existing capability (capacity x ability) at each boundary between actors because we have to take into account different types and changes in the amounts of knowledge of actors and the interdependence between types of knowledge. The concept of brokering situations allows us to investigate the capability present in specific circumstances and the changes of types and amounts of knowledge during the interaction between actors and their interplay with boundary objects-the left part of Equation 1. This allows us to audit these different elements with regard to the building of shared understanding and knowledge sharing. 
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Research Study and Design
General Description
We conducted an interview-based study (Miles & Huberman, 1994, pp. 25-27) in which we applied our conceptual framework to examine more closely the interaction between brokers and boundary objects in brokering situations, and to observe the building of shared understanding and sharing of knowledge during the requirements elicitation phase of IS development. The study was informed by case study research (Yin, 2003, pp. 13-14) in that we investigated a similar scope with multiple cases and developed a conceptual framework a priori. Furthermore, we followed similar procedures for data collection and data analysis (see Appendix A for details on criteria to assess the study).
We found the development of data warehouses to be an adequate setting for this investigation. A data warehouse (DWH) collects and integrates data from various, heterogeneous source IT systems and provides them for analytical applications. Analytical applications, in practice often described as "business intelligence", allow users to access these data and use them to make decisions (Watson & Wixom, 2007) . This results in a complex IT ecosystem with a broad scope of content and multiple project participants from different communities with differing expertise and domain-specific knowledge; for example, end users, business experts, analysts, DWH developers, or IT experts for operational systems (March & Hevner, 2007; Wixom & Watson, 2001 ).
We can identify three archetypical roles with corresponding communities for DWH development projects: DWH professionals, system professionals, and business experts. DWH professionals are analysts, designers, or developers of the to-be-developed DWH. As IT professionals, they need to possess broad knowledge from both business and IT domains (Pawlowski & Robey, 2004, p. 666) and are predestined to assume the part of brokers during these projects. On the one hand, for DWH professionals, eliciting end users' requirements means meeting end users, who are mostly business experts with domain-specific business knowledge. Definitions of sample reports, for example, are instances of required information in these meetings and thus can be used as boundary objects. On the other hand, DWH professionals design the technical extraction, transformation, and loading (ETL) processes that are necessary for data integration (March & Hevner, 2007) . This occurs in conjunction with interaction with system professionals who are IT experts that develop, operate, and maintain source data systems.
Data Collection
We collected data from interviews in three interconnected phases (phases I to III). Appendix B gives details on the data collection. We conducted the interviews in Croatia, which lasted from 30 to 120 minutes (M = 52 minutes; SD = 24 minutes). We audio-recorded and transcribed all interviews. This resulted in 477 transcript pages with 189,862 words of text. In the first two phases, one researcher conducted interviews with 20 experienced DWH professionals (Table 2 ) who had been working on various development projects in different industries, either in-house or as consultants. All interviewees held a master's degree in computer science or related fields. The number of participants in the reported projects ranged from four to 70, with an average of 15. The duration of projects varied from six months to six years. Phase I covered eight open interviews. We applied a variant of the critical incident technique (Flanagan, 1954) and used no interview guideline. Instead, we generally asked informants to identify and discuss their activities and the objects they used in the early phases of their DWH development projects; for their impressions of the goals of business experts and system professionals, and of their own project goal; and to describe the activities of DWH professionals. Unprepared probing followed each of these open questions. In phase II, we directed our questions towards revealing all possible events and factors that enable DWH professionals to elicit requirements successfully. We also examined events and factors that facilitate the building of shared understanding, in addition to events and factors that prompt system professionals and business experts to share their knowledge with each other and with DWH professionals successfully. Phase II covered 15 semi-structured interviews and focused on exploring brokering situations in more detail. We used topic guidelines, and asked interviewees to be as inclusive as possible in their descriptions of the team's skills and familiarity with the project's business domain; individuals from the communities of system professionals and business experts, including their familiarity with the business domain and their familiarity with the IT background of the data delivered by source systems; and the objects they used during requirements elicitation.
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In phase III, we closely investigated two specific projects (Golf and Echo) and one additional, new project in much more detail ( . This time we also conducted semi-structured interviews with team members from the communities of system professionals and business experts to ensure data sampling from the members of all three participating communities (triangulation within projects). In addition to the topic guidelines used in phase II, we designed the semi-structured interviews in phase III to investigate the subsequent events and changes over time regarding participants' familiarity with the domain knowledge of all three involved communities, all changes of personnel, and all changes of boundary objects in the project. 
Data Analysis
Two researchers coded the interviews in all three phases using MaxQDA as a software and open coding (Miles & Huberman, 1994, pp. 56-67) . First, two researchers coded the first round of interviews (phase I) in Croatian, whereas two other researchers coded the transcripts of the second and the third rounds (phase II and III) after they were professionally translated into English. We started with initial seed codes based on our framework of brokering situations. Our complete coding scheme gradually emerged, and from phase II onwards we concentrated on exploring brokering situations in more detail by coding boundary objects, different types and amounts of knowledge that participants brought into the brokering situation, and outcomes of brokering situations (e.g., misunderstanding, developed shared understanding, differences in amounts of knowledge and types of knowledge). If objects were characterized as boundary objects, then we scrutinized the data for statements relating to their capacity and we coded them as "syntactic boundary object", "semantic boundary object", or "pragmatic boundary object" according to Carlile's (2002 Carlile's ( , 2004 categorization.
In phase II, we also used causal mapping to explore relations in the data. (Appendix B gives details on the data analysis and the full list of codes of the coding scheme.) Figure 3a shows an excerpt of our preliminary coding scheme for brokering situations from phase I. The final coding scheme for this excerpt includes domain knowledge for all three participating communities (DWH professionals, business experts, and system professionals), and the three categories of boundary objects (syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic). Both coders iteratively revised the coding scheme until they determined that it reflected all relevant themes or issues (Eisenhardt, 1989) . We gradually added new codes to the coding scheme (cf. Figure 3b , where several additional codes for "knowledge" have been added as categories). After we conducted and analyzed 20 interviews, we jointly posited that data saturation had for the most part occurred because new themes did not emerge and the coding scheme remained stable (Guest, Bunce, & Johnson, 2006) . In the next paragraph, we discuss our analysis and show the genesis of the coding scheme for brokering situations in more detail. 
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Types of Domain-specific Knowledge and Knowledge Boundaries
First, we need to determine the occurring types of knowledge in order to assess the ability of project participants, the capacity of boundary objects, and the resulting capability to share knowledge. The first type of domain-specific knowledge in DWH development projects relates to DWH professionals and their technical knowledge of DWH development ( Figure 3a : knowledge of DWH development). However, requirements elicitation in DWH development necessitates "a clear definition of business needs" (Hwang & Xu, 2008, p. 52) , exposing DWH professionals to problems that could be outside the domain of their natural competences. DWH professionals also need to be familiar with the respective business domains in order to develop a DWH that fulfills business experts' requirements. This is the second type of domain-specific knowledge in DWH development. Several interviews across different projects from phases I and II confirmed that the DWH professionals' community brought in those members who were most familiar with the customer's business domain, and that they acted as brokers between DWH professionals and business experts (extension of the DWH coding schema in Figure 3b : customer's business domain knowledge). For example, Alex said: "If you have experience in the customer's business branch, then you partially know what customers want from you. Although they have problems expressing themselves, you can adjust their statements and produce more fitting reports" (Alex, Project Delta).
The third and fourth types of domain-specific knowledge also relate to technical knowledge. DWH professionals need to possess at least peripheral knowledge about the source systems and have an overview of how to analyze source data. Several informants confirm this. For example, in the case of the in-house Project West, the majority of the community of DWH professionals consisted of employees from the company and no external consultants. Our key informant in this project notes that the DWH professionals had at least a basic understanding and a general overview of source data and their analysis. If not, this creates a knowledge boundary between DWH professionals and system professionals, as reported for Project Purple:
Interpretation and allocating… and explaining the sources. Cause you get a 
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Thus, we further extended the coding scheme for DWH professionals with the categories "source data general overview" and "knowledge of source data analysis" (Figure 3b ).
Business experts typically have strong business domain knowledge (Figure 3a: customer's business domain knowledge). However, they generally do not posses extensive technical knowledge and usually do not engage in detail with technical components or IT systems. This typically creates a knowledge boundary between business experts and DWH professionals or system professionals. Nevertheless, our analysis revealed that some business experts had previously conducted source data analyses and were, therefore, very familiar with the origin and meaning of the source data required for further DWH development. As a result, we extended the coding scheme for business experts also with the category knowledge of source data analysis ( Figure 3b ): Similarly, system professionals usually have extensive technical knowledge about source systems. However, they typically lack business domain knowledge, but can expand their "natural" competence domain ( Figure 3a : knowledge of source data) with the domain of the customer's business in day-today work and data preparation for business users (extension of the system professionals' coding schema, Figure 3b : customer's business domain knowledge; knowledge of source data analysis). These systems professionals, moreover, play an important role in data integration in aligning the shared understanding of all relevant concepts and terms for all project participants right from the start of the project: Thus, we changed the preliminary code for the system professionals' previous domain knowledge from "knowledge of source data" (Figure 3a ) to "source data general overview" (Figure 3b ). Furthermore, several companies already have running DWHs because DWH technology by now has been maturing for several years. Several statements from informants mention that system professionals with work experience on previous versions of a DWH or in data integration influence the development of shared understanding and the sharing of knowledge between participants. This led to further extension of the system professionals' coding schema (cf. Figure 3b : knowledge of DWH development): Based on the iteratively revised codes from phases I and II (Figure 3 ), we conclude that these four different categories of domain-specific knowledge are prevalent in DWH development and create knowledge boundaries between project participants:
(1) Customer's business domain knowledge (2) Knowledge of source data analysis (3) Source data general overview, and (4) Knowledge of (previously conducted) DWH development. 
Community Representatives and Brokers
Previous research has mostly grouped enabling or inhibiting factors according to participants' roles in a project (e.g., "business analyst", "user", "developer"; see Section 2.2 on related work) (Chakraborty et al., 2010; Guinan & Scudder, 1989; Levina & Vaast, 2005; Sawyer, Guinan, & Cooprider, 2010; White & Leifer, 1986) . In contrast, several statements in our data show that the line between those participants who possess necessary domain-specific knowledge and those who do not was not restricted by their archetypical role, and was moving dynamically in the course of different projects. Hence, several informants mentioned that not only DWH professionals (as designated IT professionals) acted as brokers. For example, one interviewee reported a situation for Project Echo in which a business expert was not only very familiar with the source data, but had apparently participated in the development of the corresponding source systems. This "business expert broker" was able to define his requirements by directly referring to the source systems and by explicitly naming specific data fields. In addition, he helped the DWH professionals define the ETL processes. Hence, he acted as a broker and exhibited membership in both the business experts and system professionals communities:
We 
Boundary Objects
Informants from all projects mentioned a wide range of boundary objects that were used during requirements elicitation-for example, prototypes, diagrams, database documentations, ETL mappings, report printouts. The results of our analysis confirm Carlile's (2002 Carlile's ( , 2004 classification of the relative complexity of the circumstances at the knowledge boundary, and the importance of the fit between the boundary's complexity and the capacity of the used boundary object for successful knowledge sharing.
For Project Clover, for example, informants referred to the use of "Excel spreadsheets" with examples of required calculations in reports. During the initial meetings of Project Clover, representatives from the business expert community were reported to have shared requirements specifications with DWH professionals in the form of old reports that had been defined in Excel spreadsheets. The spreadsheets were intended to represent a cross-boundary repository of requirements specifications (syntactic boundary object). However, our analysis indicates that the DWH professionals were initially unable to interpret the business experts' requirements from the Excel spreadsheets: The initial knowledge boundary between DWH professionals and business experts in this case was not syntactic but semantic (or even pragmatic) in nature. The DWH professionals were unable to look at an existing report and understand its structure. In other words, although the DWH professionals had some general business domain knowledge because they previously had worked in similar industries, they were not equally proficient as members of the business experts' community in terms of particular knowledge about the specific business, which was a novelty for them. This deficit in shared understanding and common knowledge with business experts hampered their ability to interpret the implicit knowledge embodied in the used Excel spreadsheets (syntactic boundary object). The novelty and knowledge imbalance created a semantic knowledge boundary across which knowledge not only had to be transferred, but also had to be transformed into a "common lexicon" (Carlile, 2004, p. 558 ) that DWH professionals could interpret. The quote above also shows that overcoming this semantic boundary became possible when participants used a boundary object with pragmatic capacity-the prototype system.
Moreover, this situation shows that project participants in such situations may think that they have understood what they have been told, have read, or have seen, even though they have not. DWH professionals might believe that they have reached a shared understanding with the business experts, whereas, in fact, they have not aligned their situation models and only experience an "illusion of evidence" (Bromme, Jucks, & Runde, 2005, p. 90) . For example, only by the time DWH professionals and business experts jointly reviewed the first prototype system (pragmatic boundary object) in Project Clover had they realized that the DWH professionals had misinterpreted the business experts' requirements, which they had deduced from old reports:
We In this case, the prototype system facilitated a process where individuals could jointly transform their knowledge. Only after switching to boundary objects that had the adequate (pragmatic) capacity for discussions about the meaning of the calculations, the DWH professionals were able to increase shared understanding and to share knowledge with the business experts.
Brokering Situations: The Interplay of Brokers and Boundary Objects
The initial analysis of our results from phases I and II reveals that boundary objects do not only have positive effects on knowledge sharing in brokering situations, but also can have a negative impact in case they are mismatched and their capacity is inadequate for handling the complexity on the knowledge boundary. Specifically, the change of brokers can result in a change of shared understanding, common knowledge, and abilities to share knowledge, causing boundary objects that have been adequate to become mismatched as regards capacity. For example, key informants for Project Oscar report that the departure of a knowledgeable broker (an IT director who also was a system professional) suddenly increased the relative complexity of the circumstances at the boundary, leading to a project standstill. The DWH professionals were unable to interpret the data in a COBOL (Common Business Oriented Language) application on their own (shared repository; syntactic boundary object): This episode reveals that the departure of such a relevant broker, with the ability to cope with the complexity at the boundary, can result in a case of mismatched boundary objects and can even cause a project stop or termination.
We also find that special brokers' abilities are important for shared understanding to emerge and for closing the occurring knowledge gaps. Other participating communities would have been struggling to exchange knowledge without either the active participation of system professionals familiar with the business experts communities' business (see interview with Eric, Project Foxtrot, in Section 4.1), or "business experts broker" with experience in development of operational IT systems (see interview with Ryan, Project Echo, in Section 4.1). In other words, the knowledge boundary between DWH professionals and business experts would have been pragmatic if system professionals in Project Foxtrot had not been involved in the brokering situation. In that case, developers would have had to switch from the document containing requirement definitions (syntactic boundary object) to boundary objects with more adequate capacity (e.g., prototypes, as in Project Clover). However, the used syntactic boundary object was sufficient due to the system professionals' involvement as brokers.
The capability to manage knowledge really depends, therefore, on the right combination of brokers (possessing the ability, which depends to a large degree on their knowledge) and boundary objects (with adequate capacity). Moreover, as we show in Section 4.2, the distinction between participants with and without necessary domain-specific knowledge is dynamic and not necessarily based on archetypical roles such as business analyst (see Section 2.2). We found that each participant from one community of practice may become familiar with domain knowledge of another community and Our findings from phases I and II confirm that, on the one hand, the interplay of brokers that have the ability with boundary objects that have adequate capacity is very important for the emergence of shared understanding and successful knowledge sharing between different communities. On the other hand, we found that only looking at either brokers' abilities or boundary objects' capacities cannot explain all effects we discovered in the data in cases where significant gaps in common knowledge and shared understanding were apparent (e.g., in projects Echo, Foxtrot, and Oscar). We must take into account the complete brokering situation and the interplay of brokers and boundary objects to observe how shared understanding emerges and how knowledge is shared.
Analyzing the Emergence of Knowledge Sharing: The Boundary Interaction Framework
Motors of Change in Brokering Situations
We used the data gathered in phase III to conduct a more granular analysis of the types and changes in the amount of participants' domain-specific knowledge. We looked also at the types and changes of boundary objects that participants use during brokering situations. Our intentions were twofold: to get more detailed insights into the interplay of brokers and boundary objects, and to observe how the interplay in the process of requirements elicitation dynamically proceeds and affects the emergence of shared understanding and knowledge sharing.
We can see requirements elicitation as a sequence of brokering situations, each representing a unique combination of boundary objects and participants in time. The knowledge sharing on the boundary between communities then depends on the capacity of the boundary object, the involved participants' abilities, and the boundary itself. We can explain how requirements elicitation progresses or deteriorates by studying how the brokering situations change in time; that is, how the change of the brokering situation affects the emergence of shared understanding and the sharing of knowledge between participating communities. In order to understand and explain the dynamics of this process better, we propose augmenting our concept of brokering situations with teleological and dialectical ideal process types (Van de Ven, 1992; Van de Ven & Poole, 1995; Van de Ven & Sun, 2011) as motors of change in brokering situations.
As regards the first motor of change, requirements elicitation as a sequence of brokering situations in time moves towards one primary goal: the successful elicitation of all relevant users' requirements for an IT system. We can see requirements elicitation, therefore, as a teleological process (Van de Ven, 1992, p. 178; Van de Ven & Sun, 2011, p. 60) . The requirements are elicited and a consensus on, and shared understanding of, requirements emerge through purposeful social construction among project participants as the process unfolds ( Van de Ven & Sun, 2011, p. 61) . The brokering situation is the "organizational entity" ( Van de Ven & Poole, 1995, p. 529) , and the teleological motors of change explain the change of the brokering situation in terms of movement toward some final goal or a state of "rest" (Van de Ven, 1992, p. 178). We can deconstruct the brokering situation to examine its members (boundary objects and project participants) without losing any explanatory power ( Van de Ven & Poole, 1995, p. 522 ). If we observe the changes of project participants and brokers, the changes of participants' knowledge, and the changes of boundary objects, then we can now observe the teleological change of the brokering situation itself in time and its move toward the goal.
The whole process can break down because project participants do not recognize the need for changes, they make erroneous decisions, they do not reach shared understanding or agreement on goals or actions, or they do not share knowledge (Van de Ven & Sun, 2011, p. 62) . This brings the second motor of change to the forefront. While project participants communicate, negotiate, discuss, and use different boundary objects during brokering situations, they drive the elicitation of requirements forward. As our analysis shows, project participants run into misunderstandings during the elicitation of requirements from time to time because of missing abilities or inadequate capacities. This often leads to a conflict between multiple project participants ( Van de Ven & Sun, 2011, p. 63 ).
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Such conflicts or "crises" signal a dialectical motor of change (Greiner, 1972; Van de Ven, 1992, p. 184; Van de Ven & Sun, 2011, p. 60) , where the crisis represents a mark (signal) of an "antithesis". This is in conflict with the main "thesis". In Project Clover, for example, Alex (cf. interview with Alex above) reports that business experts used Excel spreadsheets as a boundary object on the boundary between DWH professionals and business experts (thesis). However, the DWH professionals were not able to interpret the business experts' requirements from these Excel spreadsheets (antithesis), leading to a crisis in the project.
Including dialectic motors of change accounts for the fact that the brokering situation and its members exist in a pluralistic world of colliding events, forces, contradictory values, or interpretative schemes; they compete with each other for domination (Van de Ven, 1992, p. 178) . Change occurs when opposing forces gain sufficient power (antithesis) to rebalance the stability of the status quo (thesis). The resolution of the conflict (synthesis) can then become the new thesis as the dialectical process continues ( Van de Ven, 1992, pp. 178-179) . To be a constructive force, conflict has to be resolved effectively (Van de Ven & Sun, 2011, p. 63) . For example, a first prototype was needed to overcome the reported crisis in Project Clover. In order to create the synthesis and rebuild the balance in brokering situations, we argue that change or replacement of either boundary objects (with adequate capacity) and/or project participants (brokers with knowledge) is required. These different patterns for resolving dialectical oppositions can then push the whole process of requirements elicitation toward:
(1) Equilibrium (e.g., emergence of shared understanding and sharing of knowledge between involved participants, leading to elicited requirements) (2) Oscillation in cycles between opposites, or (3) Production of such oscillations that push the process out of equilibrium forever (Van de Ven, 1992, p. 179) (e.g., when the departure of a knowledgeable broker causes the project's termination; cf. interview with Luis above).
This combination of brokering situations and motors of change gives us an analytical framework by which to analyze the dynamics of knowledge sharing in more detail. We call the resulting perspective the boundary interaction framework.
We note that we deliberately reduce both teleological and dialectical motors of changes with respect to the three interlinked dimensions of the duality of social structure and human interaction: signification, domination, and legitimation (cf. Giddens, 1984, p. 30) . The dimension of signification focuses the creation of meaning and codes of discourse in the structure (Hussain & Cornelius, 2009, p. 201) . Given our focus on the emergence of shared understanding as a prerequisite for knowledge sharing, we analytically concentrate on signification-including communication, interactions, and interpretative schemes (Giddens, 1984, p. 29 )-and exclude the other two intertwined dimensions of domination and legitimation. We focus on signification and separate it analytically from domination and legitimation because the creation of meaning and codes, conceptualized as modes of discourse, is a precondition of the other two aspects, which are embedded in these semiotic relations (Giddens, 1984, pp. 32-34) .
Application of the Boundary Interaction Framework
The requirements elicitation phase is a sequence of periods of convergence, punctuated by short periods of time during which changes of boundary objects or project participants occur. Using the boundary interaction framework, we audited episodes of requirements elicitation in the reported projects from phase III in order to observe the interchange of teleological and dialectical motors of change within brokering situations, and their impact on the emergence of shared understanding and knowledge sharing (cf. Appendix B). We analyzed for each project the chain of brokering situations by auditing:
(1) All project participants (2) All boundary objects the participants used, along with their capacity We used the four previously defined categories of domain-specific knowledge (cf. Figure 3b ) regarding project participants and their respective types and amounts of knowledge (customer's business domain knowledge, knowledge of source data analysis, source data general overview, and knowledge of DWH development). We distinguished between "none", "low", "medium", and "high" amounts of knowledge (cf. Black, Carlile, & Repenning, 2004, p. 598) . Both coders coded these amounts of knowledge via subcategories of the knowledge categories in the coding tree. Depending on the existing types and amounts of knowledge possessed by participants, a sufficient level of common knowledge between them exists at the beginning of any brokering situation. Next, we audited for all boundary objects used by the participants within a reported brokering situation with regard to their capacities, given that boundary objects with adequate/inadequate capacity can increase/decrease knowledge sharing. Third, we assessed the development of shared understanding or misunderstandings between project participants in brokering situations ("crises" in the data). We coded text sections with categories and subcategories of "shared understanding" for each brokering situation within each episode.
Emergence of Shared Understanding and Knowledge Sharing: An Exemplary Episode
We illustrate exemplarily and discuss both motors of change based on an episode from Project Omega. The illustrated episode was conducted at a bank. Some members of the DWH professionals' community from external company Infocom had been developing and working on the bank's DWH for several years. However, for the development of a set of new reports, the bank employed a group of DWH professionals from another external company, Softcom. A third community that participated in the project was the business experts from the accounting department of the bank that needed the new reports. Figure 4 , which summarizes the process of requirements elicitation during the episode in Project Omega, comes from our application of the boundary interaction framework. It shows project participants' domain-specific knowledge at the beginning of the episode (left side of Figure 4 ). We highlight changes in the amount of knowledge of participants and in the building of shared understanding between participants over time (middle of Figure 4 ), and changes in common knowledge (bottom of Figure 4 ).
Different states (S0-S6) between reported brokering situations are positioned on the time line and the emergence of shared understanding and common knowledge was estimated according to the relative difference in reported "fit" of knowledge after every brokering situation. Each brokering situation represents a unique combination of boundary objects and a group of project participants (e.g., Joe, Mark, Emily, and "descriptive requirements specification" in the first brokering situation). These periods of convergence towards the final goal (definition of a final requirements specification for the set of new reports) become interrupted by changes or replacements of boundary objects or project participants (e.g., replacement of Emily with Mary in state S1). These changes occur due to a teleological or a dialectical motor of change. We indicate each of these motors of change with a circle (top of Figure 4 ). The symbol in the middle of a circle represents either a teleological or a dialectical motor of change. The used boundary objects are listed on the bottom. The brokering situations that occurred during the episode are described in more detail as follows. 
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At different stages of the episode, we found evidence of changes of either boundary objects or project participants (or both). As our analysis proceeded, we concentrated on these changes and divided the episode into several different brokering situations, ending or beginning with a change. These changes occurred in a very short period and impacted the rest of the brokering situations that followed. By contrast, the brokering situations are longer periods of time wherein the previous changes are played out. For example, the whole project was on holdup at the beginning of the episode: "[…] In fact, I had a feeling that they were going in circles. Everyone was waiting for the other to do something again, so the circle closed at the back. This is what it looked like roughly." (Mary, citation 1).
The key informants reported that this standstill occurred because of the missing shared understanding between the initially involved business expert (Emily) and the DHW professional from Infocom (Mark): On the one hand, Mark and others reported that Emily lacked the ability to analyze the delivered reporting results from the DWH and had refused any additional help. We set Emily's "knowledge of source data analysis" in Figure 4 , therefore, to "none" (and all the other IT-related knowledge). On the other hand, Mark stated that he did not have the overall knowledge of the business experts' business and was unable to find business-related mistakes on his own (Figure 4 , Mark's "business domain knowledge" set to "basic"). The overlap of the amounts of different knowledge types and the resulting common knowledge between Emily and Mark was very small, resulting in very high complexity on the boundary between them (pragmatic knowledge boundary). Additionally, the used boundary objects were written, descriptive business requirements specifications that Emily gave to Mark (syntactic boundary object). In this light, it is understandable as to why neither Mark nor Emily had gained significant new knowledge up to this point. The missing shared understanding and low common knowledge between Mark and Emily resulted in a first dialectical conflict (Figure 4 , brokering situation between states S0 and S1).
The crisis began slowly to be resolved when a new business expert, Mary, joined the project and replaced Emily (synthesis; Figure 4 : change of project participants in state S1): S1 and S2) was initially too high for them to use descriptive requirements specifications (syntactic boundary object). We display the mismatch as the second dialectical conflict (Figure 4 , brokering situation between states S1 and S2). By switching the boundary object to paper drawings (pragmatic boundary object), Mark successfully introduced Mary to the source systems in the bank and gave her a rough overview of how the DWH system extracts the source data. This, as a result, created an initial shared understanding (Figure 4 , switch between descriptive requirements and paper drawings in state S2): In the subsequent brokering situation (Figure 4 , brokering situation between states S2 and S3), Mary and Mark discussed using the paper drawings (pragmatic boundary object), which was adequate for the level of complexity at the boundary between both. After the brokering situation, the total amount of common knowledge between Mary as the "business expert broker" and Mark as the "DWH professional broker" had increased. This enabled them to move forward faster with defining the requirements specification. In other words, both the change of the project participant in S1 and the change of the boundary object in S2 enabled the building of shared understanding between participants. This made both Mary and Mark brokers engaging in knowledge sharing, and resulted in an increase in common knowledge. We propose that both the change of the project participant and the switch to an adequate boundary object influenced the emergence of shared understanding and the sharing of knowledge in the project positively. If the change of the boundary object had never occurred, participants would have needed to invest more time to reach the goal.
The complexity of the circumstances on the boundary decreased due to the increase in the amount of common knowledge. Mary and Mark were now able to together discuss further issues and share knowledge using other boundary objects with less capacity (e.g., definition of requirements in the "descriptive way"). Even then, Mary and Mark could have continued using the paper drawings (pragmatic boundary object). However, Mary now decided to define new reports in the descriptive form (syntactic boundary object). This decision to change back to the syntactic boundary object reduced the time that the DWH professionals from Infocom needed to spend for collecting the business experts' requirements. We display this switch in Figure 4 not as a crisis, but as an acceleration towards the goal (teleological motor of change; Figure 4 , S2 and S3).
In the brokering situation that occurred between the states S3 and S4, all three involved project participants met to define the requirements specifications using two different syntactic boundary objects. Mary defined new reports in a descriptive form ("descriptive requirements specification"). Mark successfully interpreted and translated the requirements in a form that the other DWH professionals from Softcom (Joe, Figure 4 ) were able to understand ("technical definitions of new reports"; see also Mary, citation 2). We categorized this brokering situation as part of the teleological process.
Despite the sound organization of the project, which resulted in the increase of shared understanding, sharing of knowledge, and a higher amount of common knowledge (Figure 4 , brokering situation S3-S4), the project managers decided to integrate the two boundary objects (descriptive and technical requirements specification) into a single document. The supposed purpose of the new, joined boundary object ("Excel document") is stated to have directly connected the business experts with Joe (DWH professional from Softcom), without the interaction from Mark, who was needed for other tasks. In Figure 4 , Mark's status stays "active", but he does not perform brokering between Mary and Joe (the gray shading between S4-S6). In the eyes of management, this decision should have brought an acceleration towards the goal.
We group the change of boundary objects, Mark's exit, and the brokering situation that followed (Figure 4 , brokering situation between states S4 and S5) as a dialectical motor of change. The reason for the misunderstandings was due to the document's capacity. On the one hand, the new Excel document (Figure 4 , syntactic boundary object in S4) would have been adequate for the (syntactic) knowledge boundary between Mary and Mark. On the other hand, when Mark stopped his brokering activities and when the same boundary object was used on the other (pragmatic) boundary between Mary and Joe, Joe was not able to interpret the business experts' requirements written in the document (Figure 4 , brokering situation in S4-S5). This is explained by the fact that the complexity on the boundary was too high for the boundary object being used. The result was again a holdup for the project: the shared understanding between participants and the amount of common knowledge were reduced drastically. Joe struggled hard with interpreting the requirements contained in the Excel document, only very slowly increasing his understanding of the business and the common knowledge between him and Mary. We display the result of this change of both project participants and used boundary objects with a decrease of shared understanding and common knowledge in the transition from state S4 to S5 compared with the S3-S4 transition (Figure 4 )-another dialectical motor, with the conflict between the complexity on the boundary between project participants and the capacity of the used boundary object.
Mary was only able to realize that the problem existed at all when she was confronted with a prototype (pragmatic boundary object) in the following brokering situation (Mary, citation 4; Figure 4 , brokering situation between S5 and S6). However, although the boundary object being used in this brokering situation to resolve the misunderstandings was adequate (pragmatic boundary object), the gap in shared understanding and common knowledge turned out to be too large to be closed in the time calculated for this project phase (slow increase of common knowledge in S5-S6; cf. Figure 4 ) Informants mention that this deceleration meant that they would not have been able to finish the project in time. Project management, therefore, at last, decided to bring Mark back. Mark's further involvement had a positive influence on bridging the gap in shared understanding and reducing the gap in common knowledge between Mary and DWH professionals from Softcom. Mark extended the Excel document with additional descriptive columns and SQL statements, turning it into a semantic boundary object between him and Joe. The resulting version of the document further helped Joe to increase his understanding of the customer business. This resulted in an acceleration of the process (Figure 4 , transition from S6 on):
We decreased the risk in a sense, through the manner of writing those specifications, for them [Softcom] 
Discussion
The building of shared understanding is known to be a key determinant of successful IS development and a prerequisite for sharing knowledge in IS development projects (Hirschheim & Klein, 1989; Siau et al., 2010; Tan, 1994; Tiwana & McLean, 2003) . The phase of requirements elicitation is of the highest importance for building shared understanding and sharing knowledge because the goal is to communicate, negotiate, and specify requirements (Abran et al., 2004; Alvarez & Urla, 2002; Ambriola & Gervasi, 2006; Chakraborty et al., 2010; Cronan & Means, 1984; Gallivan & Keil, 2003; Levina, 2005; Mathiassen et al., 2007) . Notwithstanding this importance, the understanding of how project participants from different communities of practice align their different frames of references and interpretative schemes is still limited. We argue that successfully sharing knowledge in case of novel entities and concepts involves approximate alignment at the level of the situation models (Pickering & Garrod, 2004) in the minds of project participants. We draw on Carlile's (2004) framework to characterize knowledge boundaries by different degrees of complexity. At a given boundary with either syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic complexity, boundary objects with given capacity, and the ability of brokers as actors, determine the capability to manage knowledge between communities of practice.
Nevertheless, our findings show that neither the characteristics of the boundary objects nor the sets of actors and brokers are fixed in time; actors are dynamic in the sense that their abilities can develop and both actors and boundary objects can be changed or replaced. Researching only one or the other as determining factors cannot explain the dynamic process of emerging shared understanding and knowledge sharing. We introduced, therefore, the concept of brokering situation as a lens to analyze the interplay of actors and boundary objects as a whole. The dynamics of actors' knowledge types, the degree of common and shared knowledge between actors, the type of boundaries faced by actors of different communities of practice, and the capacity of boundary objects-in-use characterize brokering situations. So far, scant research has investigated the interplay of brokers and boundary objects or the social dynamics associated with the change or replacement of either brokers or boundary objects (Argote & Miron-Spektor, 2011; Gal et al., 2008; Kimble et al., 2010; Subrahmanian et al., 2003) .
We then introduced the boundary interaction framework to analyze further the dynamics of the building of shared understanding and knowledge sharing in time. The boundary interaction framework combines brokering situations with goal-driven (teleological) and conflict-driven (dialectical) motors of change (Van de Ven, 1992; Van de Ven and Poole, 1995; Van de Ven & Sun, 2011) to describe and explain how crises in requirements elicitation processes emerge and how they can be overcome.
Using the boundary interaction framework, we describe the requirements elicitation process as sequences of brokering situations, which are separated by specific events and motors of change that influence the characterizing components of brokering situations.
We demonstrate that the concept of brokering situations allows us to better analyze the interactions and interplay at knowledge boundaries than the concepts of brokers and boundary objects alone. By this, we contribute to the literature on brokering and knowledge sharing in requirements elicitation. Specifically, we show that the higher the shared understanding and the common knowledge between different project participants and, at the same time, the better the fit between a given knowledge boundary and used boundary objects, the better the capability to share knowledge in a brokering situation. Indeed, capability equals capacity times ability (Carlile, 2004, p. 565) .
Every brokering situation is an encounter that provides an opportunity for a change of the relationship between the project participants (Newman & Robey, 1992, p. 254) . Until now, it has been problematic to predict when and how actors will use encounters to modify social structure (Newman & Robey, 1992; Orlikowski & Robey, 1991) . The boundary interaction framework (consisting of the concept of brokering situations and the motors of change) allows us to describe, explain, and predict when and how project participants use brokering situations to modify social structure. This can be, for instance, when crises arise due to mismatches in abilities of participants or capacities of boundary objects (dialectical motor of change), when project participants want to speed up the whole process to reach the goal (teleological motor of change), or by changing the composition of the brokering situation (participants and/or boundary objects). These insights help to analyze each brokering situation and to take the appropriate choice of fitting boundary objects and project participants that are able to act as brokers in the given setting (Gopal & Gosain, 2009 ).
Carlile (2004) only suggests that the problems on a knowledge boundary with a low level of shared understanding and low amount of common knowledge between participants can be resolved by an investment of time in the discussion over a boundary object with more capacity. discussions over a pragmatic boundary object because of project deadlines? We show that the involvement of additional project participants-"special" brokers or experts in a field-can resolve such problems as well. For example, the knowledge gap between the "designated" brokers Mark and Emily in Project Omega was too large for Mark alone to close in the given timeframe of the project (see Section 5.3). Mark alone could not act as a broker "in-practice"; he needed Mary (and her knowledge) to replace Emily and time for the emergence of shared understanding and enough common knowledge for knowledge sharing. Both Mary and Mark together then became brokers "inpractice" (in the sense of Levina and Vaast's (2005) boundary spanners-in-practice). Changing one of the two input parameters (here: project participants or used boundary object) can resolve crises and accelerate the process. Accordingly, we extend Carlile's (2004) framework and include explicitly the dimension of time as relevant for determining the total capability to manage knowledge:
capacity in time x ability in time = capability in time (2) Hence, we argue that the capability to manage and share knowledge between different project participants represents a function of composition of project participants' knowledge and used boundary objects in time.
Proposition 1: Brokering situations with low levels of shared understanding and low amounts of common knowledge between project participants lead to crises in time-restricted requirements elicitation phases. The involvement of a knowledgeable broker in brokering situations that follow is very important in order to resolve equivocations or dissensions (as causes of the crises) during the project run-time.
Sometimes, however, the boundary objects or project participants are not changed due to conflict or crises (dialectical motor of change), but in the interest of accelerating toward the goal (teleological motor of change). For example, Mark and Mary initially used paper drawings as pragmatic boundary objects (Section 5.3; Figure 4 ). Later, the used boundary object possessed more capacity than the complexity on the boundary required because the amount of common knowledge had increased. Mark's and Mary's decision to change back to a syntactic boundary object reduced the time that they needed to spend for eliciting the requirements. In such cases, the change of boundary objects is not a signal for a dialectical motor of change, but for a teleological one.
Proposition 2:
If project participants in a brokering situation use boundary objects with high capacity at boundaries with low complexity, the change of boundary objects in encounters that follow occurs in order to accelerate the requirements elicitation process and finish the project on time.
Although Carlile (2004) argues that boundary objects with less capacity should be used at the syntactic boundary, he did not exclude the use of boundary objects with more capacity. If this is the case, however, we suggest that the project participants do not use boundary objects for the purpose of knowledge sharing, but for the purpose of knowledge codification as explicit, formal documentation. In that case, participants try to preserve knowledge in case that any knowledgeable actor happens to leave the project.
In sum, we contribute to research with an improved understanding of the dynamics in knowledge sharing during requirements elicitation processes by introducing and applying the boundary interaction framework as a suitable analytical instrument. A misalignment can develop between the complexity of the knowledge boundary among project participants and the capacity of the used boundary objects. When the used boundary objects are changed, capacity can change. Likewise, when project participants change, abilities can change. Both changes can disrupt a brokering situation. As our findings show, such misalignments can cause severe misunderstandings between participants, with subsequent breakdowns in knowledge sharing. In a brokering situation, both the composition of project participants (i.e., the community representatives and their knowledge types) and the boundary objects they use influence how fast shared understanding emerges, how a better fit between common knowledge is created, and how the capability to share knowledge arises. The two motors of change explain what impacts on capacity and ability. We need to keep those motors of change in mind and, if possible and necessary, try to leverage and steer them, supporting a fitting combination of project participants and boundary objects for a given situation. The boundary interaction framework can be used to carefully observe and describe the interplay of brokers and boundary objects. Hence, we advance the emerging "science of design requirements engineering" (Jarke & Lyytinen, 2010, p. 123) by systematically analyzing requirements elicitation processes and by grounding our concepts in empirical findings.
As contributions to practice, the boundary interaction framework might help to better understand current situations of requirements elicitation in IS development projects. The framework and its application could help to control for the dynamics of IS development projects better, which, we hope, will lead to better decision-making in development projects. For example, analyzing a chain of brokering situations offers a chance for a detailed audit of all project participants and their knowledge types, all used boundary objects and their capacity, and all changes of boundary objects or project participants in time due to dialectical and teleological motors of change. The boundary interaction framework provides a holistic view of how project participants actually can become brokers "inpractice", how they interact with each other, and how this interaction and the use of boundary objects drive the process in time. This should benefit practitioners by helping them to build a better shared understanding of requirements more quickly because "[the] more deeply project managers understand these behavioral processes, the greater their insight into the factors that determine their success" (Curtis et al., 1988 (Curtis et al., , p. 1284 . Our study offers clear patterns for the reasons behind the problems of building shared understanding and sharing knowledge. We also provide a systematic way to analyze and trace the problems' emergence. For example, an introductory session on "brokering situations" and "motors of change" could be a topic for a training unit for all project stakeholders. The attention of training participants could be drawn to the causes for conflicts and breakdowns in brokering situations, on the dynamics resulting from the motors of change, and on their own role concerning the improvement of knowledge sharing. We suggest that sensitizing project stakeholders about possible sources of deficiencies in brokering situations can influence the outcome of requirements elicitation positively.
Conclusion
The IS development process should not be viewed as a black box, but instead as a process of creation, innovation, knowledge sharing, and learning (Siau et al., 2010) . The requirements generated during this process from communication and collaboration between diverse project participants are a major determinant of IS development success, and refocusing development methods from pure engineering to socially centered methods seems appropriate (Sawyer & Guinan, 1998) . The boundary interaction framework provides a sharp lens for analyzing the interplay of boundary objects and brokers in time, and their relations with regard to knowledge sharing during requirements elicitation. Observing the complexity on the knowledge boundary between project participants and the used boundary objects in a sequence of brokering situations, driven by dialectical and teleological motors of change, allows us to analyze and explain how brokers and boundary objects interact, why equivocation or dissension episodes occur, and how these crises are resolved in time.
Our study has several limitations. For instance, we used only interviews, and did not include direct observations. Explanatory power of our findings is restricted to the DWH domain and closely linked to the data sample. The study itself, although illustrative, does not in any way test the discovered findings. In order to alleviate these issues, we plan to conduct more intensive case studies and field experiments in several other domains and also to contrast different approaches to IS development (e.g., plan-driven versus agile development). Moreover, in contrast to other studies investigating, for instance, politics and power in IS development (e.g., Davidson, 2002; Hussain & Cornelius, 2009 ), control (e.g., Chua, Lim, Soh, & Sia, 2012 Cram & Brohman, 2012; Kirsch, Sambamurthy, Ko, & Purvis, 2002) , or the formulation and transmission of information from users to developers (e.g., Appan & Browne, 2012; Boland & Tenkasi, 1995; Gallivan & Keil, 2003; Metiu & Rothbard, 2013; Strode, Huff, Hope, & Link, 2012) , our research excludes several of these aspects of social interaction. As a result, our study is limited to the interplay of project participants and boundary objects that affect the emergence of shared understanding and the sharing of knowledge. Our analysis is limited to the signification dimension of social structure and human interaction. Future research should broaden the Further studies can build on our insights to design and provide effective tools, techniques, and elicitation methods that support choosing adequate brokers and boundary objects, and matching capacities and abilities for successfully building shared understanding and sharing knowledge. Future research might also use the boundary interaction framework to analyze IS development processes based on recent research on small groups (Arrow, McGrath, & Berdahl, 2000) . Instead of analyzing the causal effects of single and independent variables, brokering situations, in combination with the motors of change, enable a more holistic description of IS development projects, which are all unique if we take into consideration their immanent complexity.
Appendices Appendix A: Attributes Used to Assess the Study
The study was informed by case study research. The quality of the selected research design can therefore be judged according to the following logical tests for construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability (cf. Lee, 1989; Yin, 2003, pp. 40-44 for the following points).
Construct Validity
We followed three tactics to increase construct validity. We used multiple sources of evidence (multiple key informants in multiple projects) and established a chain of evidence during data collection and analysis (with the help of MaxQDA as our project diary and the use of causal mapping). Furthermore, key informants reviewed draft reports of the analysis.
Internal Validity
Internal validity is a concern for qualitative studies, where an investigator is trying to determine whether pattern X led to pattern Y. Basically, a qualitative study involves an inference every time an event cannot be directly observed; thus, we inferred that a particular event resulted from some earlier occurrence, based on interview evidence. In our data analysis, such pattern matching became possible by linking the categories of the coding scheme to data from the project diary and by using causal mapping. This was supported by explicit explanation-building in the study analysis and narratives, cross-checked by using two coders in each phase who resolved their differences (intersubjectivity of interpretation).
External Validity
We used replication logic in the setup of the interviews. Therefore, we explicitly chose the study design to ensure analytical generalization across data warehouse development projects (triangulation across data).
Reliability
One prerequisite for allowing other investigators to repeat an earlier study is the need to document the procedures followed in the earlier case. For each interview in this study, we collected transcripts and protocols from the interviews. Furthermore, we developed the project diary and used MaxQDA for collecting all relevant data, giving appropriate samples of quotes in the narrative and linking our analysis to the data. This data is available from the authors on request.
Appendix B: Data Collection and Analysis
We collected and analyzed our data in parallel. We analyzed and discussed the collected data already in-between the three phases of interviews. Two researchers developed the categorical codes during the analysis of the interview data (Miles & Huberman, 1994, pp. 56-67) . The initial coding scheme was based on our conceptual framework of brokering situations, which we continually changed and refined during the analysis as new categories emerged. In the process of open coding during phase I and II, we analyzed the collected data for recurring patterns, ideas, and concepts. The process of data analysis was clustered in three parts and was supported by the software MaxQDA. Each of the two coding researchers reread and recoded the interview transcripts several times to uncover codes and to link empirical evidence to the codes. After each interview phase, we used regular face-to-face sessions between the two coders to discuss the interviews in order to resolve differences in interpretation and codes. Thereby, we compared new data with code categories that emerged from previous phases of data collection in order to spot potential contradictions and to extend the evolving coding scheme accordingly. Furthermore, the data collected in phase III confirmed the results from the analysis of the interviews in phase I and II, with no additional categories or concepts having occurred. Therefore, we jointly concluded that theoretical saturation had been reached. Coding examples are illustrated in Table B-1, and Table B -2 presents the final coding scheme.
We additionally analyzed the transcripts of each of the 15 interviewees in phase II using causal mapping (Fahey & Narayanan, 1989; Nelson, Nadkarni, Narayanan, & Ghods, 2000) . Mapping examples are presented in Figure B -1. As specific cause-effect pairs began to surface in the coding process, we conducted clarifying discussions with the same informants via instant messaging and/or e-mail in order to clarify open issues. Both coders iteratively revised the cause-effects pairs until they determined that all relevant themes were reflected.
For the transcripts of each of the interviews in phase III and the detailed audit of these three projects, we also coded the changes in types and amounts of knowledge for each project participant and changes in shared understanding. For example, if an interviewee reported that a DWH professional had never worked in a business domain (amount of knowledge "none"), the text section was coded with subcategory "Has no experience with customer's business" in the category "(customer's) business domain knowledge". Later, if it was reported that the DWH professional increased their knowledge about the business, then the subcategory "Developed experience with customer's business" was used (amount of knowledge "low"). Further on, if the DWH professional was participating in later brokering situations, their knowledge about business was coded as "Has general experience with customer's business". This implies that the DWH professional possessed now a "medium" amount of knowledge. "High" amounts of knowledge were coded if an informant reported on the participant's general knowledge (e.g., "Has detailed experience with customer's business"). 
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